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Introduction
Constrained orientations, that is orientations such that all the vertices have a prescribed indegree, relates to one another many combinatorial and topological properties such as arboricity, connectivity and planarity. These orientations are the basic tool to solve planar augmentation problems 2].
We are concerned with two classes of planar graphs: maximal planar graphs (i.e. polyhedral graphs, triangulations) and maximal bipartite planar graphs (i.e. bipartite planar graphs with quadrilateral faces). For these graphs we consider constrained orientations with a constant indegree for the internal vertex set. We recall or prove new fundamental relations between these orientations, speci c tree decompositions and bipolar orientations. In particular, these relations yield linear time computation algorithms. Using these orientations, we give a characterization of 4-connected maximal planar graphs and 3-connected planar graphs, which lead to very simple linear time algorithms.
Part 1. De nitions and Preliminary Results
In the following we consider plane graphs, that is planar graphs embedded in the plane. Each connected component of the complement in the plane of the vertex and edge sets is a face region of the graph. The external face region of G is the unbounded one. A face is the clockwise walk of the boundary of a face region.
If G is a graph, V (G) and E(G) denote the vertex set and the edge set of G, respectively. We denote G A the subgraph of G induced by a subset A of vertices. We denote d ? G (x) the indegree of the vertex x in the graph G.
Let X and X be two complementary subsets of vertices. The cocycle !(X) is the pair (! + (X); ! ? (X)) of the set ! + (X) of edges oriented from X to X and the set ! ? (X) of edges oriented from X to X. A cocycle !(X) is elementary if G X and G X are connected. Obviously, any cocycle is the disjoint union of elementary cocycles. A cocycle !(X) is a positive cocircuit if ! ? (X) is empty, that is if no edge is directed from X to X.
A cycle is an Eulerian partial subgraph (i.e. with even vertices only). A cycle is elementary (or a polygon) if it is connected and 2-regular. A cycle is a circuit if each of its vertices has in an indegree equal to its outdegree. An elementary cycle de nes a bipartition of the remaining vertices and edges of the graph as internal and external elements.
Angle Graph and Bipolar Orientation
An e-bipolar orientation is an acyclic orientation with exactly one source s and one sink t linked by the edge e. An st-ordering is a total order on the vertex set compatible with the orientation.
Two consecutive edges in the clockwise order at a vertex de nes an angle of the graph. The angle is lateral if one of the two edges is incoming and the other is outgoing; otherwise, the angle is extremal. The angle graph A(G) of a 2-connected plane graph G is the incidence graph of the vertex and face sets of G (the V-vertices and F-vertices of A(G)). The edges of A(G) correspond to the angles of G and their number is twice the number of edges of G. The graph A(G) is maximal bipartite planar. Any embedding of G canonically de nes an embedding of A(G). Any orientation of G also de nes an orientation of A(G): an edge of A(G) is directed from its incident V-vertex to its incident F-vertex if the corresponding angle of G is extremal. This orientation is such that any vertex of A(G) has an even indegree. The sources of A(G) correspond to the poles and face-circuits of G. Two opposite orientations of G de ne the same orientation of A(G). Conversely, any orientation of A(G) with even indegrees is compatible with exactly two (opposite) orientations of G 13].
Constrained Orientations
In this short section we recall the existence theorem of indegree constrained orientations, which is very close to some matching existence theorems. Actually, the constrained orientations we consider can be computed in linear time. 8X
We remark that two orientations with the same indegrees di er by the reorientation of a circuit. In the planar case, the set of these orientations has a distributive lattice structure 17].
The main counting argument founding our proofs rely on the following easy lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Let There exists external 3-decompositions which are not Schnyder decompositions. The 3-orientation de ned by a Schnyder decomposition is su cient to reconstruct it, thanks to the strong topological constraints such a decomposition has to ful ll. Actually, the converse is true, so that 3-orientations and Schnyder decompositions are in bijection. To prove this result, we need the following de nition and lemma:
De nition 4.3. A balanced chain is a directed path whose internal vertices have one incoming edge from each side of the path. Proof. We rst orient the external triangle as a circuit. Let be an elementary cycle and let H be partial subgraph including the vertices and edges of G which are on or external to . As all the faces of H are triangles except the one de ned by , we have: jE(H)j = 3jV (H)j ? jV ( )j ? 3 (5) As H includes the external vertices,
According to Lemma 3.2, jV ( )j ? 3 edges inside are directed to vertices of H (that is to vertices of ). Thus, at least three vertices of have no incoming edge internal to . As each vertex of internal to some balanced chain included in has an incoming edge internal to , at least three vertices of are not internal to a balanced chain included in . Proof. We have to prove that any 3-orientation is compatible with exactly one Schnyder decomposition.
We rst orient the external triangle as a circuit. Given an edge e, we consider the maximal balanced chain C e ending with e (remark there is only one way to backtrack from e). According to Lemma 4.1, this balanced chain may include no cycle and then starts from one of the vertices r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 . Depending on the root at which C e starts, we put e in class E 1 ; E 2 or E 3 . This de nes a tripartition of the internal edges of the graph. Given an internal vertex v, two balanced chain ending at v are in di erent classes: otherwise there would exist a cycle including only two balanced chains, contradicting Lemma 4.1. The tripartition E 1 ; E 2 ; E 3 is an external 3-decomposition which, by construction, meets the de nition of a Schnyder decomposition.
To prove the unicity, we consider any Schnyder decomposition and its associated 3-orientation. It is easily checked that the previous construction yields the same Schnyder decomposition.
5. Shelling orders Shelling orders were introduced in 7]. These total orders on the vertex set are related to Schnyder decompositions.
De nition 5.1. A shelling order is an total order of the vertices v 1 = r 1 ; v 2 = r 2 ; : : : ; v n = r 3 meeting the following requirements for every 4 k n:
1. the subgraph G k?1 G induced by v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v k?1 is biconnected, and the boundary of its external face is a cycle C k?1 containing the edge fr 1 ; r 2 g; 2. v k is on C k , and its neighbors in G k?1 form a subinterval of the path C k?1 ? fr 1 ; r 2 g containing at least two elements.
The authors have proved that such shelling orders always exist and can be computed in linear time and are characterized as follows:
Lemma 5.1 ( 7] ). A total order of the vertices v 1 = r 1 ; v 2 = r 2 ; : : : ; v n = r 3 is a shelling order if and only if either n = 3 or the graph obtained by erasing v n can be triangulated from v n?1 into a (simple) maximal planar graph having v 1 ; : : : ; v n?1 as a shelling order. 
De nition 5.2 (Schnyder Construction

Part 3. 2-oriented Maximal Bipartite Planar Graphs
In this part we consider a maximal bipartite planar graph G. Its external vertices are labelled r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 and r 4 in clockwise order.
De nition 6.1. A 2-orientation of G is an orientation of the internal edges, such that all the internal vertices have indegree 2. Remark 6.4. According to Lemma 3.1, a bipartite planar graph admits such an orientation if and only if it is maximal bipartite planar; then the external vertices are sources of the partial graph including the internal edges.
An easy counting argument shows that r 1 and r 2 (resp. r 3 and r 4 ) are only incident to edges in Y 1 (resp. Y 2 ). Proof. We have to prove that a 2-orientation is compatible with exactly one separating decomposition.
We rst orient the external face with r 1 and r 3 as sources. Given an edge e, we consider the maximal half-balanced chain C e ending at e (remark there is only one way to backtrack from e). According to Lemma 7.1, this balanced chain can include no cycle and then starts from one of the vertices r 1 ; r 2 . This de nes a bipartition E 1 ; E 2 of the internal edges, depending on the root of the associated half-balanced chain. Given an internal vertex v, two half-balanced chains ending at v are in di erent classes: otherwise there would exist a cycle including only two halfbalanced chains which is not a circuit, contradicting Lemma 7.1. The bipartition E 1 ; E 2 is an external 2-decomposition which, by construction, meets the de nition of a separating decomposition.
To prove unicity, we consider a separating decomposition and its associated 2-orientation. It is then easily checked that the previous construction yields the same separating decomposition.
8. Bipolar Orientations Theorem 8.1. Let an orientation of a 2-connected plane graph G be given and let e 0 be an edge of G. Consider the induced orientation of A(G) and a plane embedding of it where r 1 and r 3 are the V-vertices corresponding to the incidences of e 0 . Then, the orientation of A(G) is a 2-orientation with the external edges oriented from r 1 and r 3 to r 2 and r 4 if and only if G is e 0 -bipolarly oriented. Proof. ( The poles have no lateral angles, any other vertex has at least two lateral angles and each face has at least two extremal angles. As A(G) has 2jE(G)j = 2jF (G)j + 2(jV (G)j ? 2) edges, the V-vertices di erent from the poles and the F-vertices have two incoming edges.
) The poles and face-circuit of G corresponds to poles of A(G). Thus, G has exactly two poles, which are the incidences of e 0 . Assume G has a circuit . Let A be the vertex set of A(G) corresponding to the vertices of and let X be vertex set of A(G) corresponding to the vertices and faces of G in the interior of . As is a circuit, the number of edges directed from X to its complement X is equal to jAj. As the removal of X and the addition of an extra vertex adjacent to the vertices of A leads to a maximal bipartite planar graph, the number of edges of G X is equal to 2jXj ? jAj ? 2. According to Lemma 3.2, we have:
Thus, exactly one vertex in X has indegree 0. As A(G) has exactly 2 poles that correspond to the incidences of e 0 . The incidences of e 0 cannot be separated by , we are led to a contradiction.
Part 4. Connectivity
Connectivity of Planar Graphs
A k-connected graph is a graph with at least k+1 vertices, such that the deletion of any subset of k ? 1 vertices does not disconnect the graph. A separating cycle is an elementary cycle whose vertex set is a cutset (i.e. a subset of vertices whose removal disconnects the graph).
De nition 9.1. An embracing cycle is an elementary cycle with a non-empty interior and without internal chords.
Remark 9.1. If the boundary of the external face is an induced cycle and G is not reduced to it, then it is an embracing cycle. Remark 9.2. If an embracing cycle has a vertex outside it, it is a separating cycle. Conversely, the vertex set of a separating cycle includes the vertex set of an embracing cycle.
We rst state an easy lemma on planarity. Lemma 9.3. Let X be a vertex subset of plane graph G. If G X is connected, then X belongs to a same face region of G X . Proof. Assume that two vertices u; v of X do not belong to a same face region of G X . Then a path from u to v in G X intersects the boundary of the face region and hence intersects X, which is a contradiction.
De nition 9.2. A cocycle !(X) is semi-elementary if X belongs to a same face region of G X and, conversely, if X belongs to a same face region of G X .
De nition 9.3. A 2-articulated subgraph of a 2-connected graph G is a connected proper induced subgraph H with at least 3 vertices, which may be disconnected from the remaining of the graph by the deletion of two vertices, the articulation pair of H.
4-connexity of Maximal Planar Graphs
The aim of this section is to relate 4-connectivity of maximal planar graphs and a cocircuit property of each 3-orientation of the graph. In this section, we consider a 3-oriented maximal planar graph G having its external face oriented as a circuit. Let !(X) be an elementary positive cocircuit. As G X has at most 3jXj ? 6 edges and according to Corollary 3.3, G X is maximal planar and contains r 1 ; r 2 and r 3 . Thus, according to Lemma 9.3, X belongs to a bounded face region of G X and then is internal to some embracing triangle of G. Let T be an embracing triangle of G and let X be the set of the vertices internal to T. As G X is maximal planar and contains r 1 ; r 2 and r 3 , according to Corollary 3.3, the cocycle !(X) is a cocircuit. Let us prove that it is elementary: assume the interior of T has at least two connected components K 1 and K 2 . As G is 3-connected, both components are connected to all the three vertices of T. We consider the planar graph formed by T, its interior and one extra vertex v outside T connected to the vertices of T. This graph has obviously K 3;3 as a minor and we are led to a contradiction.
Remark that the cutsets of 3 vertices of a maximal planar graph are exactly separating triangles. Thus, we have: Corollary 10.2. A 3-oriented maximal planar graph (with at least 5 vertices) having its external face oriented as a circuit is 4-connected if and only if it has only one cocircuit, namely the one de ned by the vertex-set of its external face. Remark 10.3. As a shelling order of G may be computed in linear time and induces a 3-orientation of G, the preceding corollary allows us to test the 4-connexity of a maximal planar graph in linear time.
3-connexity of Planar Graphs
We consider a 2-oriented maximal bipartite planar graph G, having its external face oriented as a circuit.
Theorem 11.1. The embracing C 4 of G are in a one-to-one correspondence with the semi-elementary cocircuits of G.
Proof.
Let !(X) be a semi-elementary positive cocircuit. As G X has at most 2jXj?4 edges and according to Corollary 3.3, G X is maximal bipartite planar and contains r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 and r 4 . Thus, considering a super-graph (obtained by adding edges in G X ) in which G X is connected and according to Lemma 9.3, X belongs to a bounded face region of G X and then is internal to some embracing C 4 of G. Let C be an embracing C 4 of G and let X be the set of the vertices internal to T. The cocycle !(X) is obviously semi-elementary. As G X is maximal planar and contains r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 and r 4 , according to Corollary 3.3, the cocycle !(X) is a semi-elementary cocircuit.
We now consider 2-connected planar graphs G. 
